Let 0 be a complex semi-simple finite dimensional Lie algebra, () a Cartan subalgebra of Q and A the root system associated to (). We will write A 4 ' (respectively A~) for the set of positive (respectively negative)
roots of A and put p = . S 7-We will denote by B == (o;i,..., ai) the
2-YCA+
set of simple roots. Let Q^ be the root space associated to the root 7. We put n= 9 0-y, b = i) On ,n-= 9 Q-^.
7GA+ 7CA+
Let R(^)) be the field of rational functions on ()*. One introduces the algebra U' (5) = U(o) 0 R(fy). Let us consider the generic Verma module SW V = U 4- ' Zhelobenko ([Zl] ) showed that V" = ^(())1+ (where 1+ = U'[Q)n 1 + U'^n). The decomposition V = n~V C -R((})1+ defines a projector p onto J?(())l+ called the extremal projector. Inspired by a work of Asherova, Smirnov and Tolstoy ( [AST] ), Zhelobenko ([Zl] ) showed that p factorizes into elementary projectors. Let (71,... ,7m) be a normal ordering on the positive roots. Introduce the following notations: (eg being the root vector associated to the root 6 and hs the coroot). We have p = p^ .. .p^ ( [Zl] ). Let w = «i... Sj be a reduced decomposition of w e W (with 5fc = 5^, ^ a simple root ). Put w, = 5i... s,. The roots 7z = w^-i(/^) (wo = 1) are pairwise distinct and A^ = {a e A+ | w-^a) < 0} = {71,... ,^.}.
Put n^ = e 9a-In [Z2] , Zhelobenko gives an explicit description of V^.
o:eA-u;
We will establish similar results for the symmetric algebra (the so-called semi-classical case).
Let us consider the analytic manifold (fl/n)*. We will endow it with the following coordinate system ((e-a)aeA+, (^)ze [i,z] ). We will call Us the open subset of (g/n)* defined by the equation hs ^ 0. We define <^ to be the following rational map of U\^U^W
where the dot denotes natural action of n on (fl/n)*. By composition, <d efines an algebra morphism of A{Ug) which we call 71-5. We put u^ = u^ n... n u^.
We will denote by P(U^) (respectively A(U^)) the set of regular functions (respectively analytic functions) on U^ and we will write P^U^)^ (respectively A^)"-) the set of invariant functions of P(U^) (respectively A(U^)) under the action of n^. We prove the following result:
THEOREM. 
Let N^ be the connected simply connected group whose Lie algebra is n^. The main ingredient of the proof will be the choice of a point in each A^-orbit lying in Uyj in accordance with the following proposition:
PROPOSITION. -Let X be in U^. The point ^ ^_,... ^ (A) is the unique point of the orbit N^ ' \ whose coordinates e-^,..., e-^. vanish.
In the appendix, we shall give a factorization for the extremal projector of the Virasoro algebra in the semi-classical case. Note that the non commutative case is still open. It is very different from the semi-simple case because the Virasoro algebra does not admit any normal ordering.
Notations. -Along all this article Q will denote a complex semi-simple finite dimensional Lie algebra and (),A,A+,A_,n,n_, B = (ai,...,c^) will be as above. Denote by W the Weyl group associated to these choices and w its longest element. Let 7 be an element of A"^ and let /Ly be the unique element of [0/y,fl-^] such that 7(^y) = 2. If e/y is in 0^, then there exists a unique e_/y such that (/i^,e^,e_^) is a sl(2)-triple. If a and {3 are two roots, we set [6^,6/3] = C^^e^^ with the convention that Ca,p is zero if a + (3 is not a root.
The ordering (71,..., 7m) on the positive roots is normal if any composite root is located between its components. Thus for all positive roots 7i,7j,7A;, the equality 7/c == 7^ If V is a vector space, S(V) will be the symmetric algebra of V. Lastly, if P is in S(V), S(V)p will be the localization of S(V) with respect to {P 71 | n € N}. 
\S(Q)nj., \n}
We will denote by Nw the connected and simply connected group whose Lie algebra is n^ == ® 0a. We will start by proving the following proposition. As a consequence of the previous proposition, we may write <I>^ for the operator <I>^.<1>^._^ ... <I>-^. The algebra homomorphism defined by ô n A(Uw) will be denoted by 7i\y. Using Proposition 2.1, we will give a geometric proof of the following result.
THEOREM 2.2. -1) Ifviw denotes the linear hull of (e-a]^^ , one has KerTT^ === n^A(L^).
2) The operator TT^ is the projector onto AfJJw)^ with kernel viwA{Uw) and its restriction to P{Uw) is the projector onto P^w)^ with kernel viw'P(Uw).
3) The operator TT^ establishes an isomorphism H^ between
and A^U^. Moreover 11^ sends Cw H P(U^) onto P(^) nw . If / is in
A^UU))^ , ^^l(/) is the restriction of f to the subvariety of equations
e-7i = ' " = e-^ = 0.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. -From the previous proposition, the inclusion viw^-(Uw) C Ker7i\y is clear. Moreover, a standard reasoning shows that

A(U^} =C^en^A(U^).
Then one sees easily that KerTT^ D C^ = {0}. So that we have n^^t(L^) =
KeTTTw
Let us now show that IniTTu; == A^U^)^ and that TT^ is a projector. Let a be in Ay;. For any / in A(Uw) and any A in £7^, we have
But for any ^, <1>^ ... <I>^exp(-^ea)A is the unique point of N^ ' A whose coordinates e_^,..., e_^. vanish. So that X^OTT^ = 0. We have thus proved the inclusion Inur^ C A^Uw)^ -Now it is clear that TT^ is a projector : check that TT^ OTT^ = TT^ on coordinates using the formula (*). The reverse inclusion A^U^Y^ C ImTr^ will be a consequence of the following lemma.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. -We first remark that (7r^(e-^),..., k^-^-^^-Yk^-rk^-rk+i^"^ ^k^-fm)^ ^i,...,^) is a coordinate system in Uw Indeed, one may see by induction that for any i ^ k -1 (respectively i ^ k + 1), e_^ may be expressed as a regular function of (TT^ (e-^i ))•.
•; Tr^ (^-^), /^ai,..., /lo;;) (respectively (7r^(e-^),...,7r^(e-^),/iai,...,^)). We put (ei,... In these coordinates, we have X^ = h^ --. So that if X^f = 0, then / o^k does not depend on e^ and it becomes clear that there exists g such that f = TT^^g. As TT^ is a projector, we have TT^/ == TT^TT^^ = ^A;^? which finishes the proof of the lemma.
It is clear from the proof that TT^ sends Cw D P(Uw) onto ^(Uw)^ -
In particular Tr^-pm-) is the projector onto S(fy)h ...h with kernel n-P{U^). By analogy to Asherova, Tolstoy, Smirnov and Zhelobenko's work, we will call it the extremal projector.
Proposition 2.1 gives a geometric interpretation of the projector TT^.
Appendix: Extremal projector
for the Virasoro algebra in the semi-classical case.
In this section, we shall give a factorization of the Virasoro algebra extremal projector in the semi-classical case. Note that the non commutative case is still open. It is very different from the semi-simple case because the Virasoro algebra does not admit any normal ordering. Recall that the Virasoro algebra Vir is the infinite dimensional Lie algebra generated by {ei | i C Z} U {c} with commutation rules [^ e,} = (j -i) 
i^-l
We will also use the notation Vir^+ = ©Ce, and Vir^_ = C Ce,.
Viry.,+ and Vir^_ are Lie subalgebras of Vir.
Let .R(Viro) be the field of fractions of 5'(Viro). We introduce the algebra 5'(Vir) = ^(Vir) 0 ^(Viro) = 5" (Vir/Vir-).
5'(Viro)
There is a natural action of Vir-on 5" (Vir/Vir-). Through this action, for any negative z, e^ defines a derivation Xi of 5' flr -). Set VVir-ŷ
The result and the proof of the following lemma is left to the reader.
LEMMA 3.1.
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1, we have the following decomposition:
6" (Vir/Vir-) = Tr C Vir^+5' (Vir/Vir_).
The proof of the next lemma is an easy computation. It is the projector onto Tr with kernel Vir^+5'' ( _--).
In particular, 111 is the extremal projector.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. -The relations of the theorem are easy to check and they prove that IIy. is a projector. To prove that the kernel of IIy. is Vir^+, we proceed as in the semi-simple case. The inclusion Imlly. C Tr is a consequence of the theorem. To prove the reverse inclusion, remark that if x is in Tr, then HrX = x, so that x is in Imll^.
